
PowerHeat – Your preheating specialist
PowerHeat BV was founded in response to the growing market demand for specialized
knowledge and products for (engine) preheating. We supply heating solutions for diesel,
fuel, coolant, engine oils, hydraulic oils, other (industrial) liquids, batteries, cabins, and
more. All systems contribute to improve engine starting, reduce engine wear, lower fuel
consumption, prolong battery life, and decrease environmental damage.
As official distributor we deliver (pre)heating products from all the leading brands: Carlor,
Zerostart, Calix and Hotstart. In addition, we developed our own new style POWERHEAT
preheater.



Zerostart
Zerostart is another PTI brand offering preheating solutions to OEMs and
aftermarket. The Zerostart products are mainly applicable to smaller
engines. They help equipment in powergen, automotive, and on- & off-
highway markets perform at their best, even in extreme conditions.

Carlor
Carlor is a Philips & Temro Industries (PTI) brand and has over 20 years of
experience in the development of electric coolant heaters, and electric fuel
and oil heaters for all engine and engine-related applications.
Carlor preheaters are especially suitable for applications in powergen,
industry, marine, and on- & off-highway.

POWERHEAT
This new style (engine) preheater uses a new and innovative heating
technique. The compact design, in combination with the chosen materials,
integrated circulation pump, adjustable thermostat, and all required control
and safety features, makes it an exceptional high-quality heater.
The POWERHEAT preheater is most suitable for all engine and engine-
related applications in powergen, industry, railroad and marine markets.
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Calix
Next to engine preheaters, Calix also produces cabin heaters, battery
chargers and cables to customers in automotive and on- & off-highway
markets. Calix products prolong the lifespan of car batteries and engines,
and at the same time provide a warm cabin and ice-free windshield.

Hotstart
HOTSTART provides high quality, reliable preheating systems to
customers needing easy engine starts, immediate full power and
reductions in maintenance, fuel consumption and harmful emissions.
HOTSTART provides products for marine, railroad, heavy equipment,
powergen, oil & gas, and truck & bus.
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